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Headline news from Chairman, Bryan Coode 

Happy New Year to you all.  Thank you to all of you 

who kindly did your Christmas shopping with us on our 

‘Little Shop of Lobsters’ online shop.  We had record sales 

over the festive season.  

We did send out an e-newsletter mid December just to 

warn readers that we would not send out our usual 

Christmas newsletter.  We received a small grant from 

People’s Postcode Lottery that has enabled us to revamp 

our website, write a book on lobsters and create some new 

visitor centre exhibits.  This has meant that our Editor  was 

busy creating a new website instead of writing the 

newsletter!  

We would like to welcome three new members of staff to 

Team Lobster, Trevor Broome as Operations Manager, 

Suzanne Featherstone as Trusts & Grants Fundraiser and 

Emma Theobald as Research Assistant.  These new posts 

will help to make the Charity stronger for an exciting 

future. 

Lobster Grower 2 (LG2) - our innovative research project - 

has continued to deploy lobsters throughout the winter 

and staff have had to brave some difficult weather 

conditions to undertake checks on already deployed 

lobsters, to monitor the survival, growth, and health of the 

juveniles. A more detailed update on Lobster Grower is 

included in this newsletter. 

We were delighted to win the Cornwall Sustainability 

Award for ‘Best Contribution Towards 

Creating a Sustainable Food Economy 

from Nature to Plate’ in recognition 

of our LG2 research.   Project Officer, 

Jake Scolding said “I am very proud to be working on a 

project that will have a major impact on lobster stock 

enhancement around Cornwall.”  

We have reached the end of a four-year funded education 

project called ‘Fisheries Outreach Programme’ kindly 

funded by Seafish, Garfield Weston Foundation, The 

Headley Trust, The Tanner Trust and Daylesford 

Foundation.   

This project has strengthened our educational outputs and 

enabled us to deliver lessons both in the hatchery in 

Padstow and in school classrooms, attend awareness 

raising events, and create and distribute various 

educational materials. This means we can now better 

engage with the public and communicate more effectively 

with all attending our Visitor Centre and workshops. These 

improvements have also enhanced the visitor experience 

at the hatchery, ultimately helping to increase footfall and 

income to the charity.  

Sadly our Education Officer, Cat Wilding is moving to new 

pastures so we wish her well for the future and thank her 

for all her hard work.      



 
 

First releases from our 
new hatchery at Newlyn 
 

We are very excited to be releasing juveniles from our new hatchery at Newlyn.  To help 
celebrate our first releases, we invited local school children to join us.  We released 230 
lobsters with Mousehole School followed by 215 the next day with a mixed group from 
Newlyn School and St Mary's C of E School, also based in Newlyn.  On each occasion, we 
gave a short talk about the hatchery and the fascinating life of lobsters before we released 
them back into the wild. From what we've heard the kids really enjoyed it! 

It’s going to be a great benefit to the work of the charity to have two separate hatcheries 
where we can compare survival, growth, health and water conditions on different sites and 
on different sides of the Cornish coast. 

‘It’s fascinating to see a state-of-the-art, purpose-built, shiny new hatchery where lessons 
have been learnt and technical barriers have been overcome.  We have been pleasantly 
surprised by early lobster hatchlings at the Newlyn site and we put it down to a more stable 
and slightly higher water temperature, as the new hatchery sits in an insulated shipping 
container’, said Research Assistant, Adam Bates. 

Photo by Mousehole School 



 
 

Secrets of the Sea 6. How climate change 

is impacting our seas  

Dr Colin Bannister, Emeritus fisheries scientist at the Centre for Environment, Fisheries 

and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS), Lowestoft, takes a look at climate change, and how 

it might impact lobster fisheries.  

Background 

In recent decades, major climate changes have influenced the waters of the North 

East Atlantic, including the Western Approaches, and the seas around and to the north of Britain and Ireland. The 

effects stem from air-sea interactions that transmit the warming effect of greenhouse gases to the surface waters via 

large-scale patterns of atmospheric pressure and wind, producing water temperature changes that modify aspects of 

the marine food chain. The global nature of these changes is incontestable, but because ocean systems are complex 

the effects on local ecosystems and fisheries are more difficult to measure or verify.  Nevertheless, pointers from both 

the past and the present show that warming can influence our fisheries, including those for lobster.   

Trends in air temperature, sea surface temperature, and pressure patterns 

Figure 1 shows that the long 

term trend in yearly global air 

temperature has increased in 

two phases, from 1910 to 1940, 

and from the 1980s to the 

present day. Temperature has 

now reached a maximum of at 

least half a degree Celsius 

(0.5oC) higher than any 

observed previously. These 

trends closely follow the 

accumulation of greenhouse 

gases caused by man-made 

activities.  

 

Figure 2 shows the trend in 

yearly sea surface temperature 

(SST), averaged for all coastal 

waters round the UK. SST 

increased from 1905 to 1935 

(from 10.6oC to 11.1oC), and 

again from the early 1980s up to 

2010 (nearly one degree, from 

10.9oC to 11.8oC). SST clearly 

follows global air temperature 

closely. Since 2010, average SST 

has cooled slightly but the 2014 

temperature (12.2oC) is actually 

the maximum to date. 

 



 

These increases mean that warmer conditions have spread northward into previously 

cooler areas. Along our North Sea coast for example, water of 9-10oC has now expanded 

from the Wash up to Edinburgh, and is expected to progress further (Reference 1). The 

trends are similar all round the UK, but some details differ regionally, warming being 

slightly less intense in the Channel, Celtic and Irish Seas, but more intense in the southern 

North Sea and in waters north-west of Scotland (Reference 2).  

These trends are associated with marked changes in meteorology. Key weather drivers 

(high pressure over the Azores, low pressure over Iceland, and the westerly winds driven 

between these systems) usually fluctuate over time between strong and weak phases 

called the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Since 1980, however, these drivers have 

intensified persistently, producing a prolonged positive NAO delivering the markedly 

warmer, windier and wetter weather to the UK and Europe (Figures 3 and 4), which we 

experience ourselves. 
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How ecosystems respond 

Species are adapted to a particular temperature range, so it is not surprising that many 

studies identify a ‘regime shift’ starting in the 1980s and affecting the distribution, 

abundance and interactions of key plankton, fish and other creatures. A dominant example 

is in the mid-latitudes around the UK, where cold-temperate plankton and fish are 

withdrawing northwards to displace sub-Arctic species, to be replaced by warm-temperate 

species from further south (Reference 3). Mid-latitude cod-like fishes, which breed best in 

cooler water, show a negative response to rising temperatures, but warmer-water species 

are spreading and increasing e.g. sole, hake, rays, gurnards, red mullet, boarfish, weavers 

and hagfish (Reference 4). A good example of a food chain effect is in the North Sea, where 

previously a dominant cold-temperate spring-blooming herbivore (the copepod Calanus 

finmarchicus) was a key food for cod larvae hatching in early summer. Since the 1980s it 

has been displaced by Calanus helgolandicus, a less abundant autumn-blooming species 

that is too small and blooms too late to feed cod larvae effectively, thus slowing recovery 

of the cod stock from overfishing (Reference 5). Comparable exchanges between cold 

temperate and warm temperate plankton species are now also evident in the Western 

Channel (Reference 6). 

Effects on lobster fisheries 

On coastal grounds, lobsters and their fisheries are dominated by activity and catchability 

patterns linked to shelter needs and the seasonal temperature cycle (see Figure 5, where 

the low edge of the blue shading is the historical level). Lobsters are least active below 7 oC, 

so the traditional fishing pattern is low activity in winter ; a spring fishery when lobsters 

start to move and feed ; a dip in early summer when they shelter to moult, mate, or shed 

eggs ; a strong fishery in late July/August when temperature peaks and fishers target 

hungry lobsters that have moulted and mated ; an autumn decline as the fishery depletes 

the stock, and temperature dwindles.  

In Figure 5 the red zone depicts the higher seasonal SST around the UK since 2005, the 

green line being the 2014 data. Seasonal temperatures have increased by over 2 oC, and 

the winter is now warmer than 7 oC. This creates scope for changes to the timing and 

duration of seasonal lobster activity, possibly enhancing lobster catch rates in the short 

term, and prolonging the fishing season, but in the long run possibly depleting stocks 

faster. Unfortunately this could be difficult to verify scientifically, given the incomplete data 

collection from our lobster fisheries. 

Photo by Nina 

Constable Media 



Studies in North America many years ago showed that lobster catches tended to be higher in warm years (increased 

catchability), and that a warm year also led to more juveniles being caught some years later, implying better survival in 

the early years of life. This might go some way to explaining UK reports that despite increased lobster effort here, 

juvenile lobsters are now more common on the grounds than ever before.  Less welcome is new evidence from Rhode 

Island (USA) of a marked decline in lobsters on grounds previously fished heavily, but now badly affected by stressful 

summer warmth, a higher incidence of shell disease, and the contraction of coastal lobster nurseries into deeper, cooler 

water (Reference 7). Summer SST there has reached 25 oC, well above the 20 oC temperature at which American lobsters 

show thermal distress. Fortunately our current 17 oC August maximum in UK waters (Figure 5) is lower than these, but 

with Rhode Island in mind, and global warming set to continue, I strongly suggest it is time for agencies to start 

monitoring coastal lobster fisheries more closely to study the effect of further temperature increases.  

Reference 1. Beaugrand et al., 2008. Causes and projections of abrupt climate-driven ecosystem shifts in the North 

Atlantic. Ecology Letters, 11, 1157-1168.  

Reference  2. Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership: Science Review 2017, Figure 12.  

Reference  3. Beaugrand et al., 2002. Reorganisation of North Atlantic Marine Copepod Biodiversity and Climate. 

Science, Vol. 296, 1692-94. 

Reference  4. Simpson et al., 2011. Continental shelf-wide response of a fish assemblage to rapid warming of the sea. 

Current Biology, 21(18), 1565-1570. 

Reference  5.  Brander et al., 2003. Plankton effect on cod recruitment in the North Sea.      Nature. 426, 661-664.                 

Reference  6. Reygondeau  et al, 2015. Progressive changes in the Western English Channel foster a reorganisation in 

the plankton food web. Progress in Oceanography, 137, 524-532. 

Reference 7. Wahle et al, 2015. American lobster nurseries of southern New England receding in the face of climate 

change. ICES Journal of Marine Science, 72 (Supplement 1), i69-i78.  doi:10.1093/icesjms/fsv093 



Based in his countryside studio in the UK, Biss’s passion for nature and photography have come together to create Microsculpture. His unique photographic process composites 
create the final portraits.  Each specimen is mounted on an adapted microscope stage, allowing close control over the position of the specimen in front of the camera lens.
section lit differently with strobe lights to accentuate the microsculpture of that particular area of the body.   Each specimen portrait is created from over 8,000 separate images.  What
remain in focus.! It’s worth checking out Levon’s website www.microsculpture.net. 

Our project received a grant from the Postcode Local Trust, a grant-giving charity funded entirely by players of People’s Postcode Lottery.
year and install a new exhibit in the Visitor Centre.   Part of the funding paid for this image to be produced by Levon Biss and we have commissioned a huge banner with this image on, for the outside of the building.

Stage 1 Lobster Larva  :  Photograph by Levon Biss  :  www.microsculpture.net 



s passion for nature and photography have come together to create Microsculpture. His unique photographic process composites thousands of images, using multiple lighting setups, to 
n of the specimen in front of the camera lens.  Most specimens are photographed in about 30 sections, each 
portrait is created from over 8,000 separate images.  What’s amazing is you can keep zooming in and they 

s Postcode Lottery.  The grant has paid to create a new website and book for the charity which we launched late last 
we have commissioned a huge banner with this image on, for the outside of the building. 

 

 

 



 

 

Education Diary 

As we come to the end of our four-year funded education programme - the ’Fisheries Outreach Programme I 

and II’ - we are celebrating the incredible success of the project and sadly saying farewell to our brilliant 

Education Officer, Cat Wilding.   

There are many short- and long-term benefits that will arise as a result of this programme, made possible by 

the generous support from the funders listed below. These benefits include the following measureable 

outputs delivered through the lifetime of the project:  

 We developed Coastal Fisheries-focused environmental education materials in the form of leaflets, 

videos and resource packs for schools 

 We delivered educational visits to over 196 schools (target 150) 

 We attracted 60 academic groups to the hatchery for educational visits and tours (target 50) 

 We reached a total of in excess of 12,000 people through a combination of school outreach visits and 

hatchery visits 

 We reached approximately 270,000 members of the public (approx. 75,000 per year) through website 

communications (target to reach 22,000 people per year) 

 We educated in excess of 170,000 people (approx. 48,000 per year) through communications within our 

Visitor Centre (target to reach 40,000 people per year) 

 We attended a selection of the most popular local and regional events to educate the general public 

about fisheries and sustainability issues.  

Long-term outcomes: The work of the National Lobster Hatchery (NLH) is becoming increasingly important, 

not just to the UK but as a model for complementary fisheries management strategies worldwide. Ultimately 

this project will improve the charity’s ability to contribute to the long-term conservation of our coastal 

communities and fishing heritage, through improved policy and more responsible resource management. 

This project has enabled us to make an even bigger impact and influence on future generations of industry 

recruits and decision makers.  

Coastal Fisheries educational package: Resource packs  

Through the lifetime of the project, the NLH has developed, evaluated, trialled with teachers, reviewed, 

improved and refined a resource pack of Coastal Fisheries-focused environmental education materials. All 

content is linked to national curriculum learning objectives, making sure that fisheries topics are well and 

truly on the educational menu for Cornish schools.  These resource packs are currently being finalised and 

will go to print soon. 

The Tanner 

Trust 





New website for the NLH 

As with all technology, things move on fast and with funding from the People’s Postcode Lottery we 

are delighted to launch a new website.  Over the coming months, we will continue to develop the 

content and add to the Education Resources section.  

Lobster research pages  
If you have an interest in our lobster research, we recommend that you take a look at the updated research pages on 

our website.  It really is impressive and a fascinating read.  Here are a few snippets of the research we are involved in to 

whet your appetite: 

 Sara Mynott – PhD studentship, with University of Exeter. ‘How rearing conditions influence camouflage in 

juvenile lobsters’. Funded by the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) 

 Adam Bates – ‘Lobster Cultivator: the effects of water chemistry, egg health and feed quality on the production 

of post-larval lobsters.’ Funded by the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers and The Waterloo Foundation 

 Corey Holt – PhD studentship, with CEFAS and University of Exeter, carried out in conjunction with the Lobster 

Grower 2 project. ‘Gut health in European lobsters: the gut microbiome as a health marker for offshore sea 

container culture.’ Funded by the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) and CEFAS 

 Charlie Ellis – PhD studentship, with University of Exeter, ‘European lobster population genetic structure’.  

Funded by the European Social Fund and the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers 

 Tom Jenkins – PhD studentship, with University of Exeter. ‘Connectivity and gene flow in European lobsters and 

pink sea fans: implications for temperate Marine Protected Area (MPA) designation.’ Funded by NERC. 

 

Did you know we welcome well-behaved dogs at the National Lobster Hatchery?  Come 

and see our lobsters and then enjoy a stroll along the 17 mile Camel Trail 

Photo by alexhyde.co.uk 

http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/sara-mynott/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/adam-bates/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/corey-holt/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/tom-jenkins/


 

Do you own or know a great restaurant or 

fishmonger that supplies sustainably sourced 

seafood?   

If the answer is yes, then take a look at our 

‘Buy One, Set One Free’ (BOSOF) campaign 

More than 75% of the world’s fish stocks are either over-exploited, fully exploited, depleted or recovering and demand 

for seafood is fast outstripping supply. With the world’s population due to reach nine billion, there has never been as 

much pressure on the world’s fish stocks than now. 

Our work at the NLH is vital, not only to conserve vulnerable lobster populations in the UK, but  also to provide a model 

for complementary approaches to fisheries management around the planet.  To help ensure a sustainable future for 

our seafood industries and living marine resources, it is essential to engage with every aspect of the chain, from 

sourcing through to consumption, and encourage responsibility at every level. 

With this in mind, the NLH launched a unique BOSOF donation scheme. This enables seafood suppliers, restaurateurs 

and their customers to play an important part in helping the charity and ensuring that there will be healthy stocks of 

lobsters in our oceans for generations to come. 

How it works:  The simple concept of ‘Buy One, Set One Free’ (BOSOF) is that a small donation is encouraged on every 

sale of lobster / or every bill at your restaurant or fishmonger, which will enable you and your customers to help the 

NLH raise and release baby lobsters back into our coastal waters, to help conserve vulnerable stocks. There are several  

ways you can implement the BOSOF scheme.  An opt-out donation can be included (e.g. £1) either on every lobster 

ordered or on every bill (which can make it easier).  Your restaurant can also match the donation if you wish to add 

extra buy-in to show the commitment of your business to sustainability. Either way, your customers will have the 

gratification of knowing that they will be directly helping the NLH to raise and release a baby lobster back into our seas 

simply by dining at your restaurant or purchasing from your fishmongers.  In return, our charity will receive much-

needed support for its important work and at the same time, you will be helping to sustain a resource that is relevant 

to your own business in an appealing and stand-out way -  It really is win, win, win! 

 

Prawn on the Lawn joined the scheme in 2014 and 

decided to add a discretionary £1 donation to the 

NLH on every restaurant bill, in both their Islington 

and Padstow restaurants. Proprietor Katie Toogood 

said “Customers can opt out but very rarely do.  In 

fact, they tend to be very happy to  contribute to 

the release of lobsters to support wild populations 

and it generates a lot of interest in the charity’s 

work”.   Since 2014, the NLH has  received an 

amazing £27,511 from Prawn on the Lawn.  Thank 

you to Rick, Katie and all your fantastic customers! 

http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/sara-mynott/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/adam-bates/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/corey-holt/
http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk/tom-jenkins/


 

Lobster Grower 2 (LG2) project update 

LG2 is a multi-faceted, collaborative project that assesses the potential for rearing European 

lobsters in sea-based containers. The LG2 project represents a fantastic opportunity to deliver 

a cost-effective and natural way of on-growing hatchery-reared lobsters in the natural 

environment before they are released into the wild. The project also presents the chance to develop a novel system 

which could contribute a sustainable component of the UK’s growing aquaculture sector, whether via the improved 

effectiveness of hatchery stocking or the realisation of commercially viable marine aquaculture (mariculture). LG2 

could provide a major step towards identifying solutions to  issues about food security and wildlife conservation that 

currently concern European lobster capture fisheries.  

Deployment of lobsters and monitoring at sea 

When we use the term ‘deployment’, we are referring to the physical transfer of the juvenile lobsters from the NLH to 

containers at sea in St Austell Bay, where they will be on-grown in an environment more akin to that which they will 

experience after they have been released. This allows the lobsters to engage in natural behaviours and feed  on a 

diverse range of natural foods that float through or settle on the containers. See the photograph below of some of our 

one-year-old lobsters waiting to be measured before being transferred to new containers, and the diverse life that our 

researcher’s discover growing with them  when they are brought  up from the deep, including  urchins, tube worms, 

scallops and other species. Part of our research will examine the diversity of life that settles on the containers and 

analyse the natural dietary preference of a juvenile lobster.  

Lobster deployments take place in summer, autumn, winter and spring  so that we can determine whether growth and 

survival is affected by the time of year when they are deployed.  

Environmental monitoring 

The environmental monitoring of the site through water 

chemistry analysis, wave and flow monitoring and 

benthic (seabed) habitat assessment has continued over 

the past six months. One major part of the analysis has 

involved conducting grab samples from in and around the 

site to analyse the benthic environment. This work was 

undertaken with the help of the Cornwall Inshore 

Fisheries Conservation Authority (CIFCA) on their survey 

boat, Tiger Lily. Samples were collected for particle size 

analysis and identification, and quantification of the 

diversity of plant and animal species. These samples, 

along with drop down camera videos and baited remote underwater videos (BRUV), will help us understand the 

benthic environment in St Austell Bay around the LG2 site.  



 

 

Dissemination of LG2 work 

The LG2 research consortium is constantly in the process of informing the public, fellow researchers and industry 

representatives about the project  through articles in aquaculture magazines (Fish Farmer), conservation magazines 

(Marine Conservation) and presentations.  

During the past 12 months, Dr Carly Daniels (the LG2 Principal Investigator) has given talks at events such as the 

Shellfish Association of Great Britain’s annual conference and the South Devon and Channel Shellfishermen 

Association’s AGM. 

In June, members of the LG2 consortium from the NLH and CEFAS presented their research at the 11th International 

Conference and Workshop on Lobster Biology and Management in Portland, Maine USA. Their presentations  were 

well-received by conference delegates and provided  the best possible platform for informing the global scientific 

community about the work being undertaken on LG2.  

During this trip, the LG2 team also visited Dr Brian Beal (a world leading expert on rearing lobsters at sea) to discuss 

the LG2 project and future collaborations. This meeting took place at the Down East Institute, a remote research 

facility in Northern Maine, which specialises in pioneering shellfish culture techniques.  

 

 

LG2 is part funded by: 

 

 

 

 

www.lobstergrower.co.uk   

& follow Lobster Grower on  
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Crustacean Cushions £20 Ten Notelets £3.50  

Post a Lobster  

Anonymously for 

Valentine’s Day £8.95 

www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk 

Sweethearts Adoption 

Gift Pack £30 

Katharine Hamnett  

Kids’ Tees  

£2.99 

Valentine’s gifts to support wild lobster populations 


